Who should take this course?
•
•
•
•
•

on
Copyright
Take your FREE, simple,
online Copyright Basics
course, so you do the
right thing every time
you copy, scan and
share copyright
protected materials.

Adam Dudding
Author and journalist

Are you copying content from books,
journals, newspapers or magazines?
If your organisation holds a copyright
licence with us, this gives permission
for you to COPY, SCAN and SHARE
copyright protected materials
with your students.

Secondary teachers and students
Tertiary and university lecturers and students
Librarians
Copyright Officers
New staff going through HR induction training

What you’ll learn:
•
•
•
•
•

What copyright means
How the Copyright Act applies to you
How a copyright licence makes things easy
How different rules apply in learning environments
How copyright helps our learning and
creative communities

New short course added
Understanding copyright involves knowing what
copyright is, who owns copyright and what your
obligations are. Sounds tricky, but we’ve got
you sorted.
Our simple Copyright Basics eLearning course
will make things so much easier for you. This online
30-min course will help you understand the concepts
behind copyright and what a copyright licence allows
you to do. It’s a quick and practical learning tool.
It’s important to understand that New Zealand
copyright law differs from that in other countries.
Overseas online resources are not a good guide,
whereas Copyright Basics is 100% New Zealand
and 100% relevant.
Take the course here
learning.copyright.co.nz

If you’re an author or publisher or want a
quick introduction on how copyright works,
we’ve now added a short intro course on
copyright (10-mins duration).

Who
are we?

Copyright Licensing New Zealand provides
licences to help make copying, scanning and
sharing printed works easy and legal.
We are a not-for-profit organisation and the
net revenue generated from our licences is
distributed to the creators of the work being
copied. It’s our way of helping licence-holders
maximise resources, educate our future creatives
and provide an income to the clever people who
created the work that is being copied.

Let’s do the

right thing

FOR OUR NEW ZEALAND
AUTHORS AND CREATORS

Visit learning.copyright.co.nz and select
‘Authors and Publishers’

We’re here to help

Dr Hazel Petrie
Author and
NZ historian

Scotty Morrison

When you’ve completed your course, you’ll know
what to do every time you copy. But you may still
have a specific question ie. what are the
exemptions for researchers?

Author, Maori language
advocate, professor and
broadcaster

We’ve got you covered with a free online tool that’s
here to help you. For in-depth answers for all your
copyright questions, visit our Knowledge Base.
Ask your questions here
knowledgebase.copyright.co.nz
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